
                                                                                       
 

 
Practical and Ecological, This solar shower, once connected to a water source, will provide hot water to you all the day. 

Installed near your swimming pool this solar shower will remove your skin from the “toxic” products such as chlorine or 

brominates contained in your pool 

Moreover equipped with a mixing tap your shower will be 

done at ideal temperature. 
 

Manufactured aluminium this column resist ALL, 

extreme temperatures, solar radiation, shocks, acid rains 

and does not become deformed. 
 

Simple and Fast installation. Only four screws 

(provided) and a connection with a sprinkler pipe is all 

required for its installation. 
 

ATLANTS only offers top-of-the-range solar showers. 

Drawn, conceived and manufactured for ATLANTS, the 

showers solar combine design and quality. 

 
Entirely out of stainless, resolutely aesthetics, robust and 

useful, they will naturally find their place close to your 

swimming pool, in your garden or on your terrace. 

 
It does not matter the position of the sun, the whole of the 

column (which acts as tank from 32 to 62 litres) collects 

the rays (360° exposure) and quickly makes it possible to 

heat water (until 60°) and to keep it hot. 

 
Thus, throughout the day, the system makes it possible to 

take many hot showers and this starting from a simple 

cold water supply (standard sprinkler pipe) connected at 

the base of the column 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



                                                                                       
 

 

SOLAR SHOWER ATLANTS 320 
 

Solar shower ATLANTS 320 Capacity 24L sensor 360° 

Water tank 32 L Sensor with 360° of exposure to the sun  

Mixer for the hot/cold mixture . Supplied with fixing system  
 

Characteristics 

Enjoy the benefits of a hot or cold shower before and after the bath. 

The installation of shower ATLANTS in your garden or to the accesses of your swimming pool 

is very simple thanks to the easy installing design and only 4 screws are necessary. The 

revolutionary sensor 360° provides hot water free. It does not matter the position of the sun, the 

whole of column ATLANTS collects the rays and allow a reheating of fast water thus. For the 

water supply, you connect at the base your sprinkler pipe. 

 

Design features 

Capacity tank   32 L 

Sensor 360° of exposure to the sun YES 

Mixing valve YES (hot/cold) 
Packing 1 carton/pc – 6pcs/palet 
Size: 200 * 20 * 30 Cm  
Gross weights 12 Kgs 
1x20' FCL 225 pieces 1x40' HQ : 450 pieces  
 

 

Solar shower ATLANTS 420 

 
Solar shower ATLANTS 420 Capacity 42L sensor 360° 

Water tank 42 L Sensor with 360° of exposure to the sun  

Mixer for the hot/cold mixture  

Supplied with fixing system  
 

Characteristics 

Enjoy the benefits of a hot or cold shower before and after the bath. 

The installation of shower ATLANTS in your garden or to the accesses of your swimming pool is 

very simple thanks to the easy installing design and only 4 screws are necessary. The revolutionary 

sensor 360° provides hot water free. It does not matter the position of the sun, the whole of column 

ATLANTS collects the rays and allow a reheating of fast water thus. For the water supply, you 

connect at the base your sprinkler pipe. 

 

Design features 

1. Capacity tank  42 L 

2. Sensor 360° of exposure to the sun YES 

3. Mixing valve  YES (hot/cold) 

4. Packing 1 carton/pc – 6pcs/palet 

5. Size: 215 * 24 * 35 Cm  

6. Gross weights 17.50 Kgs  

7. 1x20' FCL 150 pieces 1x40' HQ : 350 pieces 

 

 

 

 



                                                                                       
 

Solar shower  ATLANTS 420F/620 
Solar shower with feetwasher capacity 42L/62L 

 

Characteristics 

Solar shower with feetwasher 

Enjoy the benefits of a hot or cold shower before and after the bath. 

The installation of shower ATLANTS in your garden or to the 

accesses of your swimming pool is very simple thanks to the easy 

install system design and only 4 screws provided is necessary, it is 

all! 

 

The revolutionary sensor 360° provides hot water free. It does not matter the position of the sun, 

the whole of column ATLANTS collects the rays and allow a reheating of fast water thus. For 

the water supply, you connect at the base your sprinkler pipe. 

 

Solar shower with brumisator capacity 42/62 L with feetwasher 
Connection through flexible water connector 

Fixing set included: screws, anchors and washers. 

 

Design features 

1. Body of the shower   Aluminium 

2. Capacity tank    42 L/62L 

3. Sensor of exposure to the sun 360° YES 

4. Mixing valve   YES (hot/cold) 

5. Fountain for rinsing feet temporized YES 

6. Packing 1 carton/pc – 4pcs/palet 

7. Size: 225 * 24 * 35 Cm – 225*24*42 Cm (42L/62L) 

8. Gross weights 17.50/22 Kgs (42L/62L) 

9. 1x20' FCL 150 pieces 1x40' HQ : 350 pieces (42L) 
10. 1x20' FCL 125 pieces 1x40' HQ : 300 pieces (62L) 

 
This model is also available in 62 L capacity 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 


